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Background for the Assessment
Challenges and Changes

Pursue independent
facility assessment

• Changing youth
• Impact of COVID
• Staffing recruitment and
retention
• Suspending Residential
and Family Treatment
Program and Alternative
Detention Programs

• Contact with National
Partnership for Juvenile
Services
• Proposal for
assessment/selection of
consultant
• Pre-study
communications

Process
• On-site & zoom
interviews
• Review reports/other
documents
• Review Policies and
Procedures

General Areas of Assessment
Staffing
Organizational
Climate

Program
Operations

• Alignment, roles, and responsibilities
• Recruitment and Retention
• Sense of Safety
• Teamwork
• Communication
• Policies & Procedures
• Programming
• Physical Plant

Observations re: Staffing
• Strength of the program is the strength of
the staff
• Committed to the youth
• Respectful of each other
• Mix of experience levels
• Challenges/Stressors
• Impact of COVID on operations
• Suspension of RFTP & ADP
• Trend of growing number of vacancies
• Changing nature of youth in placement

Observations re:
Alignment, Roles & Responsibilities
• General Structure workable

• Roles became somewhat “muddled” over time (leadership
challenges and changes)
• Roles are interdependent – e.g.
• Key role of Youth Specialists (direct supervision staff)
• Juvenile Center Assistant Supervisors (JCAS) multi-tasking
• Supervisor’s role in reinforcing good work and voicing values:
need to be seen and heard
• Mental health team integrated with behavior management &
other programming
• Support services play significant roles in ensuring “whole
health” approach
• Director needs to be engaged, transparent, open to input, onsite

Recruitment & Retention
Recruitment &
retention are
challenges not
unique to
BCJC

Salary is low
compared to
other
facilities,
particularly
given
expected role

Changing
economics,
COVID, and
competition
from other
“industries”

Is education
requirement
limiting
potential pool of
qualified
applicants?

Searching for the “magic” incentive:
Increased salary?
Hiring bonus?
Retention bonus?
Tuition reimbursement?
Referral bonus?
Schedule changes?
Other?

Policies

Observations
re: Policies &
Programs

• Comprehensive
• Consistent with good practice
• Some need revision (annual)
• Some need updating given other changes (youth,
length of stay)
• Attention to PREA
• Evolution of mental health policies needed

Programming
• Solid base of CBT/RBT programming
• Including MRT, more recently DBT
• Room for expansion/improvement as additional
curriculum & materials have developed

The Survey Says…..
Most Agreement
My role is important

Youth are more
challenging
Peers are competent &
supportive

Understand
organizational goals

General
Agreement

Moderate
Disagreement

Generally, work well
together toward success

Work is valued by
colleagues

Feel safe at BCJC

Work is valued by
supervisor/leadership

Can take vacation/time
off when needed

Supervisor
communicates clearly
Lines of authority are
clear

Strongest
Disagreement
Need more training

Almost all staff on board
with changes/decisions
I know our agency’s
mission & can repeat it

Facility is well-designed
for what we need

Communication usually fails EXCEPT by accident
“Murphy’s

laws” of
communication
(Wiio):

The more communication there is the more difficult it is
for communication to succeed
There is always someone who knows better than you
what you meant by what you said
If a message can be understood in more than one way, it
will be understood in the way that does the most harm

Thoughts re:
Communications
For BCJC this means
there is room for
improvement….

The YouthCenter system is a necessary but not sufficient
tool for good communication
Direct verbal communication of important
ideas/information provides the opportunity for immediate
feedback (was the message understood/received as
intended?)
Supervisor’s recognizing and reinforcing positive staff
behavior is important – model what we know works with
youth!
If you are unclear about something, ask! Or if you
disagree, say so!
Respect differences of opinion

The most important line in
“A League of Their Own” is….

It's supposed What does this mean for BCJC?:
• It has been a tough year or more
to be hard. If but…
it were easy, • There is a lot to be proud of
staff
everyone would •• Committed
Good foundation for programs
do it…it’s the • Safe environment
• Take time to celebrate and support
hard that
each other – everyone needs it!
makes it
great.

Food for Thought
Supervisors play a critical role in…
• Promoting the values and vision of BCJC
• Listening to YS/other staff related to
needs/challenges
• Reinforcing success and good practice of others
• Being accessible and visible to support the team as
needed
• Providing leadership for important functions
(training, scheduling, quality assurance, outreach)
• and more!

Be seen and heard!!!

Food for Thought:
• To improve recruitment and retention of critical
staff, in addition to some $ & scheduling incentives
discussed…
• Explore alternative equivalences to education
requirement for YS position – increase options
• Work with county and union to find other ways to
improve desirability of joining the BCJC team
• Utilize minority staff to lead efforts to increase
diversity

Food for thought:
• The next Facility Director has a good
team to join, but needs to…
• Be on-site, visible, and actively
engaged with all staff
• Model reinforcement for others and
celebration of success and hard work
• Listen – Listen – Listen
• Transparent in making changes
• Model and promote fairness & equity
• Be an advocate for all staff to
stakeholders and decision-makers
(most people “outside” do not
understand what it takes run a facility)

“Only 3 things happen
naturally in
organizations: Friction,
Confusion,
Underperformance
Everything else requires
leadership?”
Peter Drucker

Questions?
Jim Moeser
Youth Justice Consultant
jpmoes49@charter.net

608-516-1931

